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The gypsy lad Heathcliff, whom Mr. Earnshaw rescues from a Liverpool slum in Emily 

Brontë's Wuthering Heights (1847), suits the Gothic conventions of the demon lover and the 

smoldering, sexually energized villain. Heathcliff is a creature molded by the economic 

extremes between England's privileged haves and coarse have-nots. The author garners 

sympathy for him in childhood, when deprivation and rejection trigger dark moods and 

shape his destructive tendencies. As would-be son and a harum-scarum playmate for 

Catherine Earnshaw, he resides on a tenuous tether between family member and outcast. 

Catherine's father's return with the foundling boy in 1769 provokes grinning and spitting 

from Catherine and envy and resentment in her brother, Hindley Earnshaw. To the spiteful 

foster brother, Heathcliff is a "beggarly interloper" and "imp of Satan" (Brontë, 43). The 

mounting hatred between the two boys bodes ill for a time when Mr. Earnshaw can no 

longer mediate their quarrels. 

Brontë creates a set of secondary characters as commentators and facilitators of the action. 

Worsening the uproar at Wuthering Heights is the tedious, self-appointed bible thumper 

Joseph, a rustic servant who oversteps social bounds and ennobles himself as snitch by 

revealing the waywardness of Catherine and Heathcliff. As a balance to Joseph's meddling, 

Brontë turns Ellen "Nelly" Dean, the maternal housekeeper, into Heathcliff's protector. She 

bolsters his self-image with a touch of exoticism: "You're fit for a prince in disguise. Who 

knows but your father was Emperor of China, and your mother an Indian queen, each of 

them able to buy, with one week's income, Wuthering Heights and Thrushcross Grange 

together?" (ibid., 60). To enhance the fantasy, she suggests that sailors kidnapped the boy 

and transported him to England. Ironically, her vision of the purchase of contrasting houses 

comes true at the climax of Heathcliff's depravity, when he makes himself lord of the 

Earnshaw and Linton mansions. 

Early on, Heathcliff displays monstrous emotions. At the height of mutual loathings between 

the competing sons, the author cites a verbal vendetta, a Gothic technique expressing 

motivation at the same time that it builds suspense. At the extreme of desperation and 

madness after being exiled from Christmas dinner, the crazed stable boy vows, "I'm trying 

to settle how I shall pay Hindley back. I don't care how long I wait, if I can only do it at last. 

I hope he will not die before I do!" (ibid., 63–64). Thus begins his unrelenting stalking of an 

enemy. 

In adolescence, Heathcliff mirrors Catherine's abandonment of childish behavior after she 

snubs and ridicules him for uncleanliness. He is so willing to retain her friendship that he 

begs Nelly to make him presentable. He turns from self-improvement to escapism after 

hearing Catherine declare him too lowly for marriage. He flees on a stolen horse and, for 

three years, supports himself on some mysterious source of wealth. On return, his 

handsome face and upright posture reinflame passion in Catherine and launch the 

consuming love affair that pushes the two toward their tragic end. 

In maturity, Heathcliff displays complexity in his blend of dark skin, genteel dress and 

courtesies, and a tinge of morbidity and slovenliness. On the edge of racism, the author 

dooms the character's evolution into an immaculately groomed country gentleman as 



though the tastes and longings of a nonwhite Englishman can never escape heredity. Grim 

and sour of temper, Heathcliff ranges from sullenness to vibrant love, elemental passion, 

perpetual persecution, and, at times, vicious sadism, as displayed by his seizure of 

Isabella's springer spaniel Fanny at two o'clock in the morning to hang it from a tree limb in 

the garden of Thrushcross Grange. From a childhood lacking in normal friendships and love, 

he advances to a manipulator, using his charm to lead Hindley into financial ruin from 

carousing and gambling. Heathcliff asserts his malice by subjugating Hareton, Hindley's son, 

and hanging a litter of pups. In a flashover of spite, Heathcliff exults in fervid malice: "I 

have no pity! I have no pity! The more the worms writhe, the more I yearn to crush out 

their entrails! It's a moral teething; and I grind with greater energy, in proportion to the 

increase of pain" (ibid., 150). 

Brontë retains command of the one element over which Heathcliff has no control. For all his 

manipulations of others and cruelty to children and animals, Heathcliff is never able to rid 

himself of yearning for Catherine. As he grasps her frail body on her deathbed, he 

acknowledges the doppelgänger motif that links their being: "You know you lie to say I have 

killed you, and, Catherine, you know that I could as soon forget you as my existence" (ibid., 

156). Destructive of self and of his beloved, he is incapable of separating love from hate, a 

dilemma shared by both the demonic lover and the Byronic hero. From a life of 

machinations against his victims, he manages to relive Catherine's illness and death and to 

kill off not only his body, but also his intended dynasty. 

By interposing Gothic elements, the author dramatizes a ghoulish graveyard scene to 

express Heathcliff's uncivilized extremes, which some critics label diabolic. After Catherine's 

burial, he tears at her coffin and hears her sigh, a visitation that leaves him "unspeakably 

consoled" (ibid., 275). He experiences a calm night of sleep and a dream of lying against 

her cheek to cheek. This glimpse of Heathcliff's otherness attests to a merger of lovers 

whom even death cannot part. 

Brontë allows her clever villain to attain vengeance through plots and schemes, but denies 

him the will to persist in destroying the families of Earnshaw and Linton once he obtains 

control of both Wuthering Heights and Thrushcross Grange. Given to surly outbursts and 

episodes of barbarism, he castigates his tender son Linton with roaring insults: "God! what 

a beauty! what a lovely, charming thing! . . . Haven't they reared it on snails and sour 

milk?" (ibid., 200). As the boy nears death, Heathcliff works rapidly to assure a marriage 

with Linton's cousin Cathy, Catherine and Edgar's daughter, by recklessly kidnapping the 

girl and Nelly. 

The duality of the Byronic hero forces the author to extend both distaste for an 

unredeemable rebel and compassion for a morose soul wracked by obsession and insanity. 

Bereaved by Catherine's death, for nearly two decades, he vents grief and unrequited love, 

a powerful melodramatic pairing. In bouts of wretchedness, he longs to love Hareton, 

Catherine's nephew, for bearing her eyes and features and pleads with his beloved's spirit to 

return as a ghost to end the ache that threatens his sanity. To Nelly Dean, he admits that 

he could have total revenge, "But where is the use? I don't care for striking, I can't take the 

trouble to raise my hand!" (ibid., 306). Spiritually whipped, he courses the heath, forcing 

himself to go on functioning. To Nelly, he is no longer a living man, but a ghastly goblin 



pacing the floors and addressing Catherine's unseen presence. The author hints that 

Heathcliff's love is requited in death: after he dies of despair, he lies buried alongside her. 
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